Even though the ICRU was first perceived as a challenge to IUPAC, by 1925 Cohen presented the Utrecht reunion as stepping-stone towards his now established presidency [2] . The theme of reconstructing international relations in science ran through both activities: "Union is the strength of our Union," he exclaimed in his last presidential address. In this "swan song," as he named it, Cohen touched upon all the issues he pushed for during his three years of presidency [3] . Speaking for the general assembly gathered in the Dutch parliament in The Hague in 1928, he first recalled the three "weak points" of the organization that he aimed to ameliorate through statutory alterations. First, he suggested to meet less frequently-once every two years instead of annually. Second, he hoped to reduce the amount of pages of reports drafted every year. Perhaps he was too pessimistic, but he feared that most of those reports were destined for oblivion. Both these points connected with his desire for an efficient organization, a preference already visible in the modern and practically equipped Van 't Hoff laboratory in Utrecht that he had designed himself at the beginning of the century [4] .
Third, he pushed for the organization of a scientific chemical congress-as had always been stated in the statutes [5] . He echoed the words of his hero Michael Faraday, that such gatherings can have importance in "our lives and in the life of all the world, because they are festivals of fraternization of all natural philosophers." This connected to his attempts at reconciliation with German, Austrian, and Hungarian chemists. But as these nations had not yet joined the International Research Council -whose initial boycott was followed by their counter-boycott-Cohen could not officially invite them to The Hague [6] . However, by scheduling the 25 th anniversary of the Dutch Chemical Society (NCV) right before the IUPAC assembly, he found, with sufficient political cunning, an elegant manner to invite these ostracized chemists.
On July 21st the delegates and their spouses first visited the Peace Palace, and were then convened to a garden party hosted by Mr and Mrs Samuel van den Bergh, one of Unilever founders, at their country estate Wiltzangk, below Wassenaar. Cohen endorsed, which made official inclusion of all chemists possible. But one more step was required to take "the strangeness" away, as Fritz Haber wrote to Cohen-a special informal meeting in Scheveningen in 1929. There, Kruyt chaired a meeting with twenty chemists, who finally agreed on the Scheveningen Protocol that invited Central Power chemists in a cordial way back into the international chemical community [8] . During his years as IUPAC president, Cohen had combined his skills as organizer with his ideal of internationalism, to achieve, belatedly, a truly international Union.
